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Tim’s Geonews
An informal collection of observations on minerals, microminerals and fossils of New Zealand by
Tim Saunderson
I have been interested in rocks
and minerals since I was a kid but
it was mainly while I was living
in Nelson that I really began to
study the subject in some depth. I
joined the Nelson rock and mineral club in 2011 and with a lot of
help from some of the members I
began to get acquainted with
rocks and minerals of the Nelson
region.
Two years ago I moved to Auckland but I brought much of my
rock collection with me including
quite a lot of material I collected
while I was in Nelson. As I get
time I am photographing some of
my specimens and trying to identify the minerals present . This
newsletter is basically a compendium of my observations. I am
certainly not an expert and some
of my identifications may be

wrong—feel free to correct me!
Where possible I will explain
why I think a given specimen is
what I have labelled it. I can do a
limited range of chemical tests,
borax bead tests, accurate hardness tests, specific gravity tests
etc so it’s not necessarily guesswork.
My aim at this point is to produce
a PDF newsletter about six pages
or so with no fixed schedule and
to email this to friends or whoever else may wish to subscribe (at
no cost of course).

Quartz pseudomorph after beta quartz
0.70mm, Bartrum Bay, Muriwai.

I will simply release newsletters
as and when I have enough material/photos etc.
Feel free to forward this newsletter to anyone who might be interested.
Isocrinus sp. Triassic age crinoid stem
segment, 88 Valley, Nelson. FOV 4mm.

Equipment used:
I currently use an Amscope 18 megapixel camera through an Amscope stereo microscope. The camera is controlled by computer software and seems to give fairly good images especially if they are not
viewed as full-screen images (a little too grainy for full screen).
For processing image stacks I use Helicon focus software and for post-processing I use Helicon Filter. For most photos I use a 144 LED ring light. For accurate image stacks I use a z-axis stage.
Occasionally I use Minsearch software by Donald Peck which is really great for narrowing down a
list of possibilities.
In many cases I will include some idea of scale with photos— for example, if the caption states
“5mm FOV” it means horizontal width of the Field Of View is 5mm.
Siderite, Bickers Quarry, Tokatoka. FOV
3.0mm.
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Stanmore Bay
I have been doing a lot of work over the last few months on material from Stanmore Bay on the
Whangaparaoa Peninsula, north of Auckland so I might as well start with that. The rocks are
remnants of a large marine stratovolcano which has been eroded away. They are andesite/
basaltic andesite with calcite, iron minerals, zeolites etc. in the cavities.
All of the following images are of specimens from Stanmore Bay.

Limonite perimorph after triangular siderite crystal with a second
generation of siderite inside. The second generation crystals have a
“wheat—sheaf” morphology , end-on in this image. FOV 3.2mm

Goethite pseudomorphs after botryoidal siderite FOV 4.9mm

Other side of the same perimorph. The secondary generation of siderite
is also at least partially replaced by limonite and goethite.

Goethite and limonite pseudomorph after botryoidal siderite FOV
6.43mm

Siderite commonly converts over time into iron oxides/hydroxides such as goethite and limonite. Much of the siderite at
Stanmore Bay has converted but occasionally pure siderite can be found too and is usually translucent yellow to yellowbrown.
Identification is relatively easy; siderite will effervesce in hydrochloric acid; goethite will slowly dissolve without bubbling.
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Translucent yellow-brown botryoidal siderite on pale blue clay
mineral, FOV 3.0mm

Translucent reddish-brown tabular siderite FOV 3.2mm

Slightly iridescent botryoidal siderite; tiny clusters of minute white
baryte crystals below center-right FOV 4mm

Albite var. andesine crystals. These are one of the primary rockforming minerals and are not normally seen as individual freestanding crystals. Red line is 1mm.

Clay mineral perimorphs after aragonite(?), white baryte
crystals to the left , FOV 3mm
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Unidentified white mineral as a perimorph after
aragonite. Cavity is 1.47mm
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A perfect lenticular crystal of chabazite var. phacolite and somewhat
degraded analcime. The yellow colour is due to iron content and is
not a surface staining. Crystal is 1.17mm

Another phacolite crystal with degraded, very crumbly phillipsite.

Brilliant iridescent coating on chabazite var. phacolite. To the right
are very small colourless plates of gypsum. FOV 3.2mm

Tiny group of overlapping gypsum crystals 0.25mm across. Initially I
thought these might be baryte but the hardness is only 2, so more
likely to be tabular gypsum—an unusual shape but not unheard of.

Split and partially dissolved analcime and translucent
pale yellow lenticular siderite. FOV 3.4mm
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Crystal is 1.35mm

Clay mineral perimorph after a double-terminated
aragonite crystal. 0.63mm long
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Loose crystals and fragments of tabular gypsum. These are
incredibly fragile and often shatter when splitting open a cavity.

Unidentified orange crystals (ferrierite maybe?), dark brown siderite,
iron-stained analcime. FOV 3.4mm

Calcite and glass-clear analcime. FOV 3.02mm

Calcite crystals. FOV 3.02mm

Calcite crystals. FOV 3.04mm
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Analcime crystal with light brown clay structure
extending into it. The analcime is so clear it is almost
invisible—very hard to photograph. FOV 2.0mm
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Broken clay perimorphs showing the hollow structure. FOV 3mm
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Tiny white perimorphs after aragonite. FOV 3.04mm

A brief note on perimorphs, pseudomorphs and epimorphs
Most of you will be familiar with pseudomorphs—a mineral that replaces another mineral but retains the shape of the original.
A perimorph however, is a mineral that coats the outer surface of a crystal (usually retaining the shape of the original) but the original crystal subsequently dissolves out,
hence perimorphs are a hollow shell.
See Wikipedia: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pseudomorph
An epimorph is similar, but the original crystal is still present.
It seems that perimorph and epimorph are somewhat confused and contradictory terms
on the internet but I’ll go with the Wikipedia definition for now.

I am very grateful to my good friend and fellow geoenthusiast Lyn Hellyar for supplying the rough material from Stanmore Bay from which I
have created these micromount specimens, thanks Lyn!

T. Saunderson
49 Martin Jugum Lane
Ranui
Auckland 0612
Phone: 021 0234 9991
E-mail: saphesia@gmail.com
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